OP STAFF ASSEMBLY PRESENTS

UC UNDERGRADUATE APPLICATION SERIES

Understanding the Admissions and Financial Aid Application Process: UC Undergraduate Application

Learn tips to assist college-bound students in completing the admission application to reflect their best self.

Facilitator: Laura Hardy, Associate Director, Undergraduate Admissions, Student Affairs

Join in remotely via Zoom
1 669 900 6833 US Toll (San Jose)
Meeting ID: 744 708 5448
https://UCOP.zoom.us/j/7447085448

Questions about the event? Please contact: Nicola Gruen (nicola.gruen@ucop.edu)

About the Facilitator:
Laura Chavez Hardy is the Associate Director of Admissions Operations at UCOP. Her role is to manage the admissions application and systemwide processes and programs such as the Analytical Writing Placement Exam, Eligibility in the Local Context, and the UC Application Center (the central call center). Prior to coming to UC, Laura worked in admissions at the University of Chicago for several years.

About the Series:
As OP staff navigate the UC application and financial aid process with their children, family members and communities at large, the OP Staff Assembly has organized a series of workshops facilitated by OP experts. The goal of this series is to help OP staff get the answers to all the important questions and successfully navigate the UC application and financial aid process.